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Prior learning and Rationale 

In the previous lessons students learnt the Big Bang nucleo-synthesis   6 – 20 minutes after the start 

of time. 

In this lesson Review 1) what galaxies look like using World Wide Telescope. This shows what 

Galaxies look like in the night sky.  It reviews the impact of Hubble and Microsoft ant the internet. 

This lesson departs from the powers of 10 approach and choose a key scale 1mm = 1000 ly. 

The class is questioned what is a galaxy, our Galaxies name, Review ly as a unit of measure, Universe 

is 78 Billion ly wide. Reference 

The Galaxysong  http://dingo.care2.com/cards/flash/5409/galaxy.swf 

Put up this table with key items missing. 

Feature Actual 1mm = 1000 ly 

No of stars in a Galaxy 400, billion (Current figure) - 

No of Galaxies in Universe 200 billion  

Width 100,000 Ly 100mm 

Bulge thickness 16 ly 16mm 

Thickness 3,000 ly 3mm 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Observable_universe#Misconceptions
http://dingo.care2.com/cards/flash/5409/galaxy.swf


LP 9 1 Galaxy Pancakes 

Our distance to core 30,000 ly 30mm 

Distance to Andromeda 2,000,000 ly 2m 

Distance to edge of Universe 39,000 ly 39 km 

The pancake represents a galaxy, icecream the core, and a chocolate drop a central blackhole or 

several for a Quasar. 

You will need 

Qty Item 

1 Barbeque + Gas 

3 Flippers 

1 Butter or oil 

1 roll Paper towel 

4 bottles of add water and shake pancake mix 

1l vanilla  icecream 

30 Paper plates+ Forks 

2 Spoons for icecream serving 

1pkt Chocolate melts 

 

Students assign preparation and cooking roles, Teachers control icecream and blackholes.   

The condiments are only added when the correct model analogy is identified. 

Students are asked to keep 2m from each galaxy, clumps of students are called galactic clusters. 

Students are advised that the galaxies distort the light coming from behind them and the edge of the 

universe is 39 km away, where the CMB appears to come from. 

The fact that light at this scale takes 2million years to travel 2 m. 

Timing: The cooking of pancakes will take 40 mins 

Note the milky way rotates with it spirals frozen in position once every 225 million years. Our sun 

moves faster, skipping from arm to arm (other reference) each 135 million years. 

 

 

 

 

http://www.sciencebits.com/ice-ages
http://www.space.com/scienceastronomy/planetearth/iceage_cosmic_020725.html

